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Abstract: In this work, the tensile behavior of a hybrid metallic–composite stiffened panel is
investigated. The analyzed structure consists of an omega-reinforced composite fiber-reinforced
plastic (CFRP) panel joined with a Z-reinforced aluminum plate by fasteners. The introduced
numerical model, able to simulate geometrical and material non-linearities, has been preliminary
validated by means of comparisons with experimental test results, in terms of strain distributions
in both composite and metallic sub-components. Subsequently, the inter-laminar damage behavior
of the investigated hybrid structure has been studied numerically by assessing the influence of
key structural subcomponents on the damage evolution of an artificial initial debonding between
the composite skin and stringers.
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1. Introduction

In recent years, the use of composite fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) for the manufacturing
of aerospace primary structures has unquestionably increased. However, despite the undeniable
advantages in terms of weight related to composites, metal parts are still widely used because of
the criticalities related to the damage management of the new outstanding composites [1–6]. Therefore,
for several structural components, metal/composite hybrid solutions are adopted, due to the effective
reduction in weight and costs without strong compromises in terms of safety [7,8].

In the literature, the damage behavior of composite materials has been widely investigated, pointing
out the effects in terms of induced damage of impacts with foreign objects [9–14], of the manufacturing
or the assembly processes [15–18] and, finally, the effects of service loading conditions.

Indeed, in order to exploit the advantages related to the adoption of composite–metal hybrid
solutions, it is mandatory to understand the issues related to the manufacturing and the joining of
these different materials [19].

In [20], a comprehensive review on the methods, commonly adopted, to join CFRP and
aluminum alloys parts was presented. Among the several methods described, adhesive joints,
bolts, and self-piercing rivets (SPR) are, of course, the most affordable. In particular, bonded joints have
been found to be the method most adopted to join CFRPs and aluminum alloys parts. Indeed, bonded
joints avoid undesirable stress concentrations and does not require an intrusive application, being at
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the same time weight saving with respect to other joining techniques. However, since the bonding
is an irreversible process, the separation of joined components often results in critical material
damage, as demonstrated by several investigations on bonded joints found in the literature [21–25].
A CFRP/aluminum double lap-bonded joint was presented in [26] where a non-linear cohesive
material model was used to investigate the bonded interface behavior. In [27], the strain distribution
in CFRP/aluminum double lap joints was experimentally and numerically investigated. The surface
strain within the adhesive layer was measured by using high-magnification Moiré interferometry.
Hence, the spatial variation of longitudinal, peel, and shear strains was evaluated in detail and
compared to numerical predictions.

Moreover, due to the different thermal expansion coefficients of metal and composite
sub-components, the effects of the thermal residual stress in terms of curvature of the composite/metal
assembly should be addressed. This issue was investigated in [28], where a thermo-chemical-mechanical
constitutive model was used to simulate the curing process of the composites and to evaluate the thermal
residual stresses of a metal/CFRP plate. In [29], the mode I and II interfacial fracture behavior of
a titanium/CFRP bonded joint was studied by considering the bending-extension coupling induced by
the presence of the aluminum beams and the manufacturing-induced residual thermal stresses.

Bolts and rivets are a common alternative to bonded joints [30–35]. The bolt is inserted in a uniaxial
common hole in components to be joined. However, the hole drilling may generate damage and
defects in the CFRP components, which can evolve due to the service load, affecting the life of
the components themselves. In [36], an experimental study on the manufacturing defects induced by
drilling aluminum/CFRP stacks was performed, aimed to determine the critical geometric parameters
of a carbide drill in order to reduce the fragmentation of the metallic chips while avoiding damages
on the composite components. This issue was also addressed in [37], where nano-coated carbide
drills were used to reduce the damages resulting in drilling multimaterials made of aluminum alloy
and CFRP.

Additionally, a numerical and experimental investigation on the mechanical behavior of
CFRP/aluminum bolted joints was introduced in [38], focusing on the effect of the environmental
conditions (temperature and moisture) on the mechanical performances of the bolted joint.
Hence, different tests were presented by considering extremely hot, hot and humid, and extremely
cold environmental conditions.

In [39], the thermal effects on a single lap hybrid metal/composite bolted joint were investigated.
Indeed, metal and CFRP are characterized by different thermal expansion coefficients, resulting
in uneven load-deformation characteristics and three-dimensional stress field around the bolt hole.

The self-piercing rivet technique is used to join sheet materials [40,41]. Unlike bolted joints, this
method does not require a pre-drilled hole, allowing faster joining performed in just one operation.
However, this operation has a critical impact on the fatigue life and on the static strength of hybrid
CFRP/aluminum components [41–43]. In particular, in [44] the possible damage induced by self-pierce
riveting of CFRP with aluminum, which include delamination and fiber/matrix failures in the CFRP
region, were investigated, and the influence of the damage on the joint strength was assessed.
In [45], the tensile and fatigue properties of CFRP/aluminum self-pierce riveting joints were evaluated.
Different joint configurations were investigated, and the influence of the rivets’ geometrical parameters
on the joint failure was studied.

In general, the choice of the particular joining technique strongly depends on the specific
application. In order to take advantage of the benefits of the different joining techniques, hybrid
solutions can be found whose performance is enhanced by combining adhesives with rivets or
bolts [46–49]. In [50], an experimental investigation on single-lap joined CFRP laminate and AA2024-T6
aluminum sheet was introduced. Bonded, self-pierce riveting, and hybrid SPR/bonded joints were
considered. In particular, an appreciable synergism of the bonded and self-pierce riveting joints could
be observed in the hybrid solution, which exploited high resistance levels due to the bonding and
the high failure energy due to the self-pierce riveting. In [51], a semi-analytical method was developed
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for the analysis of composite bolted/bonded single lap joints, under coupled in-plane and bending
loads. The method was based on Mindlin and Timoshenko beam theories to evaluate the laminate
and the bolt displacements, respectively. Several test cases were introduced, including analyses of
bolted joints, bonded joints, and hybrid joints. Additional analyses were carried out for the hybrid
configuration, considering a debonding in the bonded interface between the laminates.

A few works can be found in the literature on the mechanical behavior, including damage, of
hybrid composite–metal structures, composed of differently joined subcomponents. An investigation
on a complex bolted structure can be found in [52], where the mechanical behavior of a hybrid
composite/aluminum wing-box was assessed. The structure was composed of a number of
single-lap bolted joints with a titanium fastener, which were numerically studied by introducing
a three-dimensional finite element model (FEM), able to account for material non-linearity such
as progressive damage, and plasticity models, respectively, in the composite and metal regions.
Two-node connector elements were used to simulate the fasteners behavior. Both twisting and bending
loading conditions were considered, together with an applied increased temperature, in order to
locally investigate the behavior of the bolted joints. Experimental results were used to validate
the numerical model.

However, more investigations are mandatory to fully understand the effect of the joints
on the mechanical behavior of a complex structure composed of different subcomponents, as well as
the effects of key structural components on the damage behavior of hybrid complex structures.

Hence, in this work the mechanical behavior, including damage onset and evolution, of
a tensile loaded hybrid composite/metal panel, is investigated. The investigated structure consists of
an omega-reinforced carbon fiber-reinforced plastic (CFRP) panel joined with a Z-reinforced metal
plate by fasteners. Numerical models have been introduced, able to take into account the geometrical
and material non-linearity related to large displacements and deformations, such as the plasticity
on the metal region and the intra-laminar damage on the composite components [53–55]. The introduced
numerical models, based, respectively, on tie and fastener formulation to connect the sub-components,
have been validated by means of comparisons with data, in terms of strain distribution on both composite
and metallic regions, from an experimental tensile test. Finally, the stringer termination debonding has
been investigated, by assessing the influence of key structural components on the inter-laminar damage
behavior [56,57] of the hybrid structure. In Section 2, the analyzed test case is defined. In Section 3,
the experimental setup is briefly described, while in Section 4 the numerical models are introduced.
The numerical and experimental results are presented and critically analyzed in Section 5, while
the stringer termination debonding is introduced and discussed in Section 6.

2. Test Case Description

The investigated structure consisted of a hybrid composite-metal reinforced panel. According to
Figure 1, different regions can be identified. The first metal region consisted of an aluminum plate
reinforced with Z-stringers, while the composite region consisted of a plate reinforced with omega
stringers. A second metal region was placed between the plate. All the components were connected by
means of fasteners. The hybrid structure was loaded in tension, up to 300 kN, by clamping one edge
while applying an imposed tensile displacement on the opposite side. In Figure 1, the geometrical
description of the structure, including the different materials regions and the boundary conditions,
is reported, while in Figure 2 some views of the geometrical model are shown.
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Figure 1. Geometrical description, materials, and boundary conditions of the investigated structure
(dimensions in mm).
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Figure 2. Geometrical model: isometric views.

Three different material systems were adopted to manufacture the panel: AA 2024 and AA 7075
(metal regions), and IMS/977-2 (CFRP region). The mechanical properties of the involved material
systems are presented in Tables 1 and 2. In particular, Table 2 reports the mechanical properties of
the IMS/977-2 material system including elastic properties, inter-laminar critical values (evaluated by
means of the double cantilever beam and end notched flexure tests), and inter-laminar critical values.

Table 1. AA 2024 and AA 7075 mechanical properties.

AA 2024–T42 AA 7075–T62

E [MPa] ν [-] E [MPa] ν [-]
72,400 0.33 71,700 0.33

Table 2. IMS/977-2 mechanical properties [58].

IMS/977-2
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The thickness of each IMS 977-2 ply was 0.188 mm. The number of plies of the composite skin and
of the stringers ranged gradually from 8 to 16. The number of plies and the corresponding stacking
sequences are reported in detail in Figures 3 and 4 for the skin and the stringers, respectively.
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3. The Experimental Setup

Fourteen strain gauges were placed along the loading direction to monitor the deformations
on the hybrid panel. The locations of the strain gauges are shown in Figure 5.

Indeed, four strain gauges were placed on the composite stringers (SG1, SG2, SG5, and SG6), five
strain gauges were placed on the composite panel (SG3, SG4, SG7, SG8, and SG9), and the last five
strain gauges were placed on the metal panel (SG10, SG11, SG12, SG13, and SG14).
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Figure 6 shows a picture of the hybrid panel including the fixtures used for clamping the panel to
the test rig to perform the tensile test. The undergoing experimental test is shown in Figure 7.
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4. The Numerical Model

Numerical simulations were carried out within the ABAQUS (Finite Element) FE environment.
The composite region was discretized by means of 28,348 continuum shell elements with a reduced
integration scheme (SC8R), while 27,468 solid elements with a reduced integration scheme (C3D8R)
were used to model the metallic components. The mesh size was chosen based on a preliminary mesh
sensitivity analysis, which is not reported here for the sake of brevity. Figure 8 shows the finite element
model, highlighting the connections among the different sub-components.
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The damage onset and evolution were considered in the frame of the preformed tensile
analyses. In particular, the Hashin’s limit failure criteria was used to simulate the damage
in the composite sub-components, since they consider the interaction between the stresses acting
on each lamina, distinguishing the failure mechanisms associated to both fibre and matrix failures
due to tensile and compressive loads [59]. Moreover, a bilinear plasticity model was considered for
the metallic sub-components.

According to Hashin’s limit failure approach, separate criteria were introduced by Equations (1)–(4)
to determine the damage status within the material:

F f t =
(
σ11

XT

)2
+ α

(
σ12

SL

)2
= 1 if σ11 > 0 (1)

F f c =

(
σ11

XC

)2

= 1 if σ11 < 0 (2)

Fmt =
(
σ22

YT

)2
+

(
σ12

SL

)2
= 1 if σ22 > 0 (3)

Fmc =
(
σ22

2ST

)2
+

[( YC
2ST

)2
− 1

](
σ22

YC

)2

+
(
σ12

SL

)2
= 1 if σ22 < 0 (4)

In more detail, Equations (1)–(4), associated respectively to fibre failure in tension and compression
and matrix failure in tension and compression, are expressed as a function of the fibre tensile (XT)
and compressive (XC) strength, of the matrix tensile (YT) and compressive (YC) strengths, and of
the transversal (ST) and longitudinal (SL) shear strengths. Once the Hashin’s limit values have
been reached, the material can be considered damaged, and the stiffness is gradually reduced by
a coefficient d, defined for each failure mode, ranging from 0 (undamaged condition) to 1 (completely
damaged condition).
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For metallic sub-components, according to the introduced bilinear plastic model schematically
represented in Figure 9, when stresses overcome the yield threshold, the resulting deformation εtot can
be expressed as the sum of an elastic contribution εel (evaluated as the ratio between the applied stress
σ and the elastic modulus E; εel = σ/E) and a plastic contribution εp.
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Figure 9. Bilinear plastic model.

ABAQUS TIE multipoint constraints were used to model the bonded connection between
sub-components, as shown in Figure 10. These connections involved the composite skin and
the composite omega stringers, the metal skin and the doubler, and the metal skin and the fillers.
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To numerically reproduce the fastener behaviour in fastened connections, two approaches were used:

• Model with Tie: TIE constraints: this was used to connect the surfaces of the fastened subcomponents;
• Model with Fastener: the fasteners were numerically simulated by means of ABAQUS fastener

connectors. An elastic behaviour was supposed for the fastener connectors, which were placed
in the locations of the experimental test-case, reported in Figure 11.
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5. Numerical–Experimental Correlation

In this section, the numerical results, obtained by means of the previously described numerical
model, are compared to the data recorded during the experimental test. In particular, the strains,
obtained from the experimental test, are compared to the strains predicted at strain gauges locations
for both the Tie and the Fastener numerical models.

Figures 12–18 report the numerical-experimental comparisons at strain gauge locations
on the stringers (SG-1, SG-2, SG-5, and SG-6), on the composite skin (SG-3, SG-4, SG-7, SG-8,
and SG-9), and on the aluminium skin (SG-10, SG-11, SG-12, SG-13, and SG-14). It is worth noting
that, for this kind of test, a maximum deviation equal to ±5% can be observed in the experimental
data [60,61].
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Figure 12. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-1 and SG-2: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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Figure 13. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-3 and SG-4: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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Figure 14. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-5 and SG-6: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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Figure 15. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-7 and SG-8: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.Appl. Sci. 2020, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 19 
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Figure 16. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-9 and SG-10: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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Figure 17. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-11 and SG-12: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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Figure 18. Numerical–experimental comparisons for SG-13 and SG-14: numerical TIE and Fasteners models.
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According to Figures 13–18, good agreement is found between the experimentally measured
strains and those predicted by the numerical TIE model; while an excellent agreement is found
between the experiment and the numerical Fasteners model which uses fastener connectors to couple
the structure components. Indeed, the fastener model is able to provide a more realistic deformation
field of the structure resulting in a less stiff global behaviour when compared to the TIE model.
This behaviour is confirmed by Figure 19, which introduces the comparison between the stiffness of
the investigated numerical models. Finally, Figure 20 shows details of the displacements of the Tie and
Fastener numerical models. From this figure, the capability of the Fastener-based numerical model to
allow the relative displacement of all the structure subcomponents can be appreciated.
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As already remarked, Hashin’s failure criteria were used to investigate the damage behaviour of
the composite sub-components. Indeed, no damage occurred in composite sub-components if a tensile
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load of 300 kN was applied. This is confirmed by Figures 21 and 22, which introduce the values
of the Hashin’s failure criteria, respectively, for the fibres and for the matrix phases resulting from
the Fasteners-based numerical model. Moreover, in Figures 21 and 22 the values of the Hashin’s
failure criteria induced by the stress concentration due to the fastener can be appreciated. Indeed,
the different material characteristics of the CFRP and metal regions result in a complex stress field
at their interface. The faster formulation adopted in this work allows the transfer of concentrated
loads between the metal and CFRP regions. Despite the fact that this approach could lead to different
predicted results at the interface, the results from a macroscopic point of view can be considered
acceptable in terms of stress transfer between the CFRP and metal regions.
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Finally, the predicted plastic deformations in the metallic region, when a tensile load of 300 kN
is applied, are introduced in Figure 23. Indeed, the metallic plate experiences plastic deformations;
however, as expected, an increase of the metallic skin thickness would restrain plasticity, as confirmed
by the fact that the metal portion of the metal skin coupled with the doubler (see Figure 10) does not
experience any plastic deformation.
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6. Sensitivity Analysis on the Inter-Laminar Damage Behaviour

In this section, the sensitivity analysis performed to assess the influence of the omega stringer
joints on the damage behaviour of the composite components of the structure is summarized.
An initial artificial 70 mm-long debonding was introduced between the interface of the composite
skin and stringers. Then, the virtual crack closure technique (VCCT) [57] was adopted to numerically
simulate the skin-stringer debonding growth in configurations with and without the omega stringer
joints (see Figure 24). By comparing the results obtained on these configurations, in terms of
skin-stringer debonding growth, for a tensile applied displacement equal to 2.5 mm (which is, actually,
the displacement at collapse for the configuration without omega stringer joints) the effects of the omega
stringer joints on debonding evolution were assessed.
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Figure 24. Omega stringer joint (in red).

Figure 25 reports the tensile load as a function of the applied displacement for both the investigated
configurations (with and without omega stringer joints).
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According to Figure 25, the maximum tensile load reached by the configuration without
omega joints is 48 kN, which is considerably lower if compared to the 160 kN tensile load
reached by the configuration with the omega joints. Indeed, in the model without omega stringer
joints, the propagation of the skin-stringer debonding critically reduces the structure-carrying load
capability, leading to a premature collapse. This trend is confirmed by Figure 26, which introduces
the skin-stringer debonding propagation, in the configuration without omega joints, as the applied
displacement increases.
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The skin-stringer debonding growth onset occurs at a 12.5 kN load (Figure 26a). The skin-stringer
debonding then propagates at both skin-stringer interfaces, up to the maximum applied tensile load of
48 kN (see Figure 26c) at which structural collapse takes place (see Figure 26d).

In contrast, the skin-stringer debonded area in the configuration with the omega joint
(shown in Figure 27) does not increase, reaching a maxim applied tensile load of 160 kN for an applied
displacement of 2.5 mm as confirmed by Figure 25.
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7. Conclusions

In this work, a numerical–experimental investigation into the mechanical behaviour of a fastened
hybrid composite–metal stiffened panel has been presented. For numerical predictions, the fasteners
have been simulated by using a tie approach and ABAQUS connectors. Both the numerical models
take into account the damage behaviour of composite sub-components by Hashin failure criteria while
plasticity has been considered for the metallic sub-components.

The numerical results have been correlated to data recorded from an experimental tensile
test for a first preliminary validation of the adopted numerical approach. From this comparison,
the fastener-based numerical model was revealed to be more accurate, if compared to the tie-based
model, in predicting the experimental response in terms of deformations. Actually, tie constraints
introduce excessive bonding between the sub-components without allowing the expected relative
displacements between them. This preliminary numerical–experimental study demonstrated that
the investigated hybrid panel does not experience any damage in composite sub-components up
to a tensile load of 300 kN; while, at this loading level, some metallic sub-components experience
extensive plastic deformation.

An additional sensitivity numerical analysis has been performed to assess the influence of
omega stringer joints on the inter-laminar damage evolution in composite sub-components. Indeed,
the virtual crack closure technique has been used to investigate the effect of the omega stringer joints
on the evolution of an artificial debonding inserted between composite skin and stringers under tensile
loading conditions. Numerical analysis demonstrated that the omega stringer joints are able to arrest
the skin-stringer debonding growth avoiding a drastic reduction of the load-carrying capability of
the panel.
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